TO ALL RFQ RESPONDENTS:
This Addendum shall be incorporated into the Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for this project, and all requirements herein are fully a part of the RFQ.

Respondents are reminded to acknowledge receipt of all Addenda on the page provided in the Appendix of the RFQ, and to submit that page as part of your Statement of Qualifications (SOQ).

Responses to Questions Regarding the Request for Qualifications

1. Due to the fact that this is Design-Build, will a cost estimator be used for the project as a sub-consultant?
   **UA Response:** The Design-Build contractor will be responsible for construction cost estimating per the conditions of the D-B Agreement. The University may choose to procure an outside estimator under a separate contract for construction cost peer review or to prepare a corroborating construction cost estimate.

2. The RFQ states that the Statement of Qualifications shall be delivered to the University no later than 2:00 PM Local Tucson time. However, it also states to upload a digital copy of the complete SOQ to the PDC drop site (page 6). Are both submissions required to properly submit and qualify for review? Is a hard bound copy delivered by hand required?
   **UA Response:** Submit electronically only, no later than 2:00 p.m. local Tucson time.

3. Does the University have a TV/broadcast equipment integrator for final equipment selections and procurement, or does the university expect that the Design / Build team have that consultant on the DB team?
   **UA Response:** The University does not currently have this under contract, but at some time in the future will procure the services of a TV/broadcast equipment integrator. The Design-Build team is expected to coordinate with the integrator to provide required infrastructure and design coordination of all TV/Broadcast equipment.

4. Does the stated construction budget include Furniture and Equipment including TV and broadcast equipment?
   **UA Response:** No.

End of Addendum